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Wildfire Data

• 11 western states

• records from 1970-2013

• wildfires on U.S. Forest Service land

• wildfires that are greater than 1,000 acres
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Four times more large wildfires in past 10 
years compared to 1970s



Large Wildfires Are Becoming More 
	
 	
 Common In the West

States with greatest increase in large wildfires:

• Arizona (4x)

• Idaho (10x)

• Montana (10x)

• Colorado (6x)

• New Mexico (4x)



Large Wildfires Are Burning More 
	
 	
 Acres Across the West

6.5 times more acres burned each year 
compared to 1970s



Burn season is now about 75 days longer 
than 44 years ago

Wildfire Season Is Getting Longer



Spring-summer temperatures increasing, 0.5°F 
per decade (about 2°F overall)

Rising Spring and Summer Temperatures



Hottest years tend to have more big wildfires

Rising Spring and Summer Temperatures



Spring snowpack can increase risk in some 
areas, but to varying degrees

Decreasing Spring Snowpack



Other factors

• drought

• forest and wildfire management

• weather conditions

• natural climate variability, including El Niño

• pests



Air Quality Impacts

August 2013, during the Rim Fire



Air Quality Impacts

• hazardous fine particulates, PM2.5

• can cause wheezing, coughing, eye irritation

• long-term exposure increases mortality

• short-term exposure can increase heart 
attacks

• most vulnerable: children, the elderly, and 
asthmatics



Air Quality Impacts

• major Western wildfires since 2000

• during fires, air quality routinely 5-15 times 
worse than normal

• 2-3 times worse than worst non-fire days of 
the year

• air quality rated unhealthy, very unhealthy, or 
hazardous by EPA standards



Air Quality Impacts

Wallow Fire (Arizona), June 2011
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Wildfire Costs

• Costs fighting 2013 wildfires exceeded      
$1.5 billion

• Cover wildfires greater than 100 acres on 
land under federal protection

• Wildfire suppression costs include wages, 
transportation, equipment

• Does not include damage to property



Wildfire Costs

UCS: Playing With Fire (2014)



California Wildfire Costs

$4 billion spent on CA wildfires in past 10 years



California Wildfire Costs

CA = half of all costs but only one quarter of acres burned



Property Impacts

1.2 million homes at risk (across 13 states)

UCS: Playing With Fire (2014)



2014 Wildfire Season

• Tracking below recent average

• Second-smallest fire year since 2000 (NIFC)

• Carlton Complex fire, largest on record for 
Washington state

• Early start to California wildfire season



Wildfires and Climate Change

• Southwest: 2.5-5.5°F increase by mid-century, 
6-9°F by 2100

• Northwest: 5-7°F by 2100

• NW area burned could quadruple by 2080s

2014 National Climate Assessment:


